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The industrial structure of an economic system is closely related to its economic 
development. In The Twelfth Five-Year Plan, Strategic adjustment of economic 
structure is main direction and core task. We will develop modern industrial system 
further and promote economy grow with primary, secondary and tertiary industries. 
The industrial structure is the core of the economic structure. Fujian is the main body 
of the West Coast Economic Zone. It is very important to study the industrial structure 
of Fujian for construction and development of this economic region. 
An input-output table contains a number of departments. It reflects the economic and 
technological links between departments which provide and consume product form 
other. The second quadrant contains the final demand data and the third quadrant 
contains the original input data. Accordingly, we analyze the industrial structure 
easily. Input-output method is an important tool for industry association analysis. Not 
only can we observe changes in industrial structure, but also we can measure them. 
In this paper, we use data in input-output table, calculate various kinds of technical 
and economic coefficients, and analyze the characteristics of industrial structure and 
industry association in Fujian province. And also we research factors affecting 
industrial structure. On this basis, we make suggest for industrial restructuring and 
policy supporting. Based on the theory of industrial structure and input-output method, 
the article is divided into three parts. Firstly, we analyze the industrial structure of 
Fujian province. And then we analyze the final demand structure and primary input 
structure. Secondly, we use data in the first quadrant to research the industry 
association and other problems of Fujian province. These problems include one to one 
industry association conditions, spillover effects between industries, leading industry 
selecting, intermediate inputs and intermediate demand, production inducing. Finally, 
we combine Input-Output method and Structure Decomposition Analysis to learn the 
contribution of final demand and grasp the factors of changes in industrial structure.  
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但发展迅速。从 2004 年起，其产值每年都保持 10%以上的增幅。依托福州、厦
门港口枢纽和多种运输方式“无缝衔接”，福建省已经形成了纵横八方辐射周边
的物流网络布局。信息产业发展同样喜人。2008 年福建省软件产业实现软件及
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